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Abstract 
Consider (Sobolev) orthogonal polynomials which are orthogonal relative to a Sobolev bilinear form 
f p(x)q(x)d#(x)+fp'(x)q'(x)dv(x), 
where d#(x) and dr(x) are signed Borel measures with finite moments. We give necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which such orthogonal polynomials atisfy a linear spectral differential equation with polynomial coefficients. We then 
find a sufficient condition under which such a differential equation is symmetrizable. These results can be applied to 
Sobolev-Lagnerre polynomials found by Koekoek and Meijer. 
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I. Introduction 
All polynomials in this work are assumed to be real polynomials in one variable and we let 
be the space of all such polynomials. We let deg(n) be the degree of a polynomial re(x) with 
deg(O) = -1 .  By a polynomial system (PS), we mean a sequence of polynomials {Pn(x)}~_ 0 with 
dey(P,) = n, n >>- O. 
We now consider a Sobolev bilinear form on ~ x ~ given by 
c~(p,q) :=- (a, pq) + (r,p'q'), p(x) and q(x) in ~,  (1.1) 
where a and "c are moment functionals (i.e., linear functionals) on ~.  We call ~bmn := ~b(x",x") 
(resp., trn := (tr, xn)) for m,n>~O the moments of ~b(.,.) (resp., o- when z ~- 0) and say that ~b(.,.) 
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is quasi-definite (resp., positive-definite) if 
t // A,((9) := de [(gi, j]i,/=o # O, (resp., An((9) > 0), n>~O. 
When (9(.,.) is quasi-definite, there is a PS {P,(x)}~0 such that 
(1.2) 
(9(Pm,Pn) = gnSmn, m and n>/O, (1.3) 
where Kn ~ 0 (and vice versa). In this case, we call {P,(x)}~0 the Sobolev orthogonal polynomial 
system (SOPS) (resp., an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS)) relative to (9(., .) (resp., relative to 
awhen r=0) .  
We are particularly interested in SOPSs that arise as eigenfunctions of a linear differential equation 
of the form 
N 
LN[y] (x)  : ~f i (x )y ( i ) (x )  : 2,,y(x), (1.4) 
i=1 
i j where #i(x) : ~/ :0  Yijx, 1 ~<i ~<N, are polynomials and J(n is the eigenvalue parameter given by 
2, : t~lln + ~22/7(/'/ - -  1) ÷ ' ' "  ÷ #Nun(n -- 1) . - - (n  -- N + 1). (1.5) 
For N~<2 and z - 0, Bochner [1] implicitly classified all OPSs that satisfy the equation and 
for arbitrary N ~>2 and z ___ 0, Krall [5] found necessary and sufficient conditions for an OPS to 
satisfy Eq. (1.4). Recently, Koekoek and Meijer [4] introduced the generalized Sobolev-Laguerre 
polynomials ~r~'M'N(x~ which are orthogonal relative to I .~n \ / Jn=O 
f0  ° 
1 p(x)q(x)x~e -x dx ÷ Mp(O)q(O) ÷ Np'(O)q'(O), (9(P'q) "-- F(c~ + 1) 
where ~ > -1 ,  M ~> 0, and N ~> 0 and later Koekoek [3] showed that when ~ = 0, 1,2, -fLx'M'N(x "~l-c~ ( n k J Jn=O 
satisfies a differential equation of order ~<4~ + 10 of the form (1.4). Motivated by these examples, 
Kwon and Littlejohn [8] classified all SOPSs relative to (9(., .) in (1.1) that satisfy Eq. (1.4) when 
N:2 .  
In Section 2, we first recall a result in [2], which gives necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which an SOPS satisfies Eq. (1.4) and then discuss some of its consequences. Finally in Section 3, we 
discuss the structure of distributional orthogonalizing weights for such SOPSs and symmetrizability 
of such differential operators. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a moment functional a and a polynomial ~z(x), we let a' and ~za be moment functionals 
defined by 
(9) = - (G,  (9'), (9 (9) (9 
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For any differential operator LN['] as in (1.4) and moment functionals o- and T, we let 
RN+3(O','E) := RN+3('~) = [(--1) N -- 1]{°N'~, (2.1) 
RN+2(O', ~) :=  RN+2(T ) = [(--I)N(N q- 1) - l ] (~NZ)  t -- [ ( - -1 )  N Av 1](~ N ~- ~N_I)~" (2 .2)  
Rk+l(~, T) := ~ (_ l ) j+ k j+k  2 • _-2 (~j+k-2T) (j~ -- ~k-2~ -- 2(~k_~) '  -- (~)"  
N-k+l (_ l ) j+k( j+k  1)  
- E k -1  ( : J+~- '~' )~ + :~- '~'  + ( : J ) '  j=O 
_ ~-]~ (_ 1)j+ k j+k  j=0 k ((J+ka)(J) + (ka, O<.k<<.N, (2.3) 
where (~) = 0 for k < 0 and ~k(x)--0 for k < 0. 
Then the following is proved in [2]. 
Theorem 2.1. For any Sobolev bilinear form dp(., .) as in (1.1), the following is all equivalent. 
(i) LN[" ] is symmetric on polynomials relative to dp(., .), that is, 
dp(Lu[p],q) = d?(p, Lu[q]), p(x) and q(x) ~ ~. (2.4) 
(ii) a and "r satisfy 
LN[q]a --L*u[qa] = (LN[q]t T) t -  Lu[(qtT)'], q(x) C ~,  (2.5) 
where LTv[- ] is the formal adjoint Of LN['] given by 
N 
L~[y](x)  = E( -  1)'(E,y)~i~(x). 
i--1 
(iii) a and "c satisfy N + 3 functional equations 
Rk(a,z) = 0, l~<k~<N+3. (2.6) 
(iv) a and z satisfy r + 1 functional equations 
R2k+2(O','C)=0, 0~<k~<r:= I~-~ 1 . (2.7) 
(v) a and • satisfy r + 1 functional equations 
R2k+,(o-,~)=0, 0~<k<~r:= I~- - - [  1 . (2.8) 
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Furthermore, i f  dp(., .) is quasi-definite and {P,(x))~o is an SOPS relative to alp(.,.), then any one 
of  the above statements i also equivalent o 
(vi) for each n >~0, P,(x) satisfies the differential equation (1.4). 
In this case, N = 2r must be even. 
In particular, when r = 0, we have: 
Corollary 2.2 (Kwon et al. [9]). For any moment functional a, the followin9 & all equivalent. 
(i) LN['] is symmetric on polynomials relative to o, i.e., 
(cr, LN[P]q) --- (~r, pLN[q]), p(x) and q(x) E 2 .  (2.9) 
(ii) o- satisfies N + 1 functional equations 
Sk+a(o') := ~( - -1 )  j+k j+k  j=o k ({j+kcr)(J) - #ka = 0, O<.k<.N. (2.10) 
(iii) a satisfies r := [½ (N + 1)] functional equations 
Szk(O) = 0, l<~k<~r. (2.11) 
(iv) a satisfies r :-= [½ (N + 1)] functional equations 
N ( i - -k  - 1)((itr)(i_2k_l)= 0, 0~<k ~<r-  1. (2.12) Ws,+,(~r) := ~ ( -1 )  i k 
i=2k+l  
o ~ satisfy r := [½ (N + 1)] recurrence relations (v) Moments { ,},=o of  a 
N ~_~( i _k_ l )p (m_2k_ l , i _2k_ l )~ i , i _ jC rm_ j=O,  Sk(m) := ~ k 
i=2k+ 1 j=0 
O<~k <~r-1,  m>>.2k + l. (2.13) 
Furthermore, if a is quasi-definite and {Pn(X)}~= o is an OPS relative to tr, then any one of  the 
above statements i also equivalent o 
(vi) for each n>~O, P,(x) satisfies the differential equation (1.4). 
In this case, N = 2r must be even. 
The equivalence of the statements (v) and (vi) in Corollary 2.2 was first proved in [5]. The 
relation between Sk[.] as in (2.10) and Wk[.] in (2.12) is given in [10]. 
Remark 1. If we view the r equations Wk+l(s) = 0, O<~k<<,r- 1, as true differential equations, then 
any nontrivial common classical solution s(x) (if it exists) is a symmetry factor of the differential 
operator LN[.], i.e., s(X)LN[.] is formally symmetric (see [10]). 
We call the ( r+ 1) equations in (2.7) or (2.8) (resp., r equations in (2.11) or (2.12)) the moment 
equations for LN[.] relative to ~b(., .) (resp., tr). Note that they are, in general, coupled equations in 
cr and r unless r -=0 orN=2.  
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Corollary 2.3. I f  the differential equation (1.4) has an SOPS relative to (p(., .) as solutions, then 
~-~i=0 ( - -1) i (~i+l~7) (i) = O. L~v[a ] = 0 or equivalently u-a 
Proof. Set q(x) = 1 in (2.5). Then 
LN[a ] = E( - -1) ' ({ ,a)  (i) = D/Z( -1 ) - ' ( f i+ ,G)  ¢~) = 0 ,  D = . 
i=l '= 
Hence the conclusion follows since for any moment functional u, u' = 0 if and only if u = 0. [] 
As in the case of generalized Sobolev-Laguerre polynomials, when T is a point mass, we have: 
Corollary 2.4. I f  the differential equation (1.4) has an SOPS relative to 
(?(p,q) := (~r, pq} +ep'(xo)q'(xo),  e ¢ 0 
as solutions, then (N(Xo) = 0 and ('N(XO) + (U--l(Xo) = O. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, r = c6(x -Xo)  satisfies 
0 = RN+2('C) = CRN+z(O(X -- Xo) ) 
= c{N#N(xo)6'(x -- Xo) -- 2(#N(X0) + (N--,(Xo))f(X -- XO)}. 
Hence, the conclusion follows. [] 
Theorem 2.5 (Kwon et al. [7]). I f  the differential equation (1.4) has an OPS {P,(x)}~0 relative 
to a as solutions, then a is the only one linearly independent solution o f  the moment equations 
(2.12). 
Proof. Let z be another moment functional satisfying Wk+l(Z) = O, O<<.k<<.r- 1. Choose an integer 
N ~> 1 so large that 2, ¢ 0 for n > N. Then, by Corollary 2.2, 
2,(z,P,} = (r, LN[P,]} = (z,P, LN[1]} = 0 
so that (z,P,} = 0 for n > N. Hence, r = rr(x)a for some polynomial re(x) of degree ~<N. On the 
other hand, we have 
mr(T  ) = r(~N'C)' -- #N_I'C = rTC'{Nff + ~mr(17 ) = rT~'(Nff = O. 
Hence, rr'(x) -- 0, i.e., re(x) = c for some constant c since (N(X) ~ 0 and a is quasi-definite. [] 
In general, the differential equation (1.4) may have more than one monic PS of  solutions. However, 
due to Theorem 2.5, we can show that the differential equation may have at most one monic OPS 
of solutions (see [7, Theorem 3.5]). 
The next example shows that in case of  SOPSs, Theorem 2.5 is no longer true. 
Example 1. The following second order differential equation 
L2[y](x) = (1 - x 2)y''(x) = -n (n  - 1 )y(x)  (2.14) 
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has infinitely many distinct monic PSs {Pn(x)}~0 as solutions, where P,(x) for n # 1 is unique but 
Pl(x) = x + 7 with arbitrary constant 7. It is shown in [8] that {P,(x)}~0 is an SOPS relative to 
~A,e(P,q) :=Ap(1)q(1)+Bp( -1 )q( -1 )+ p'(x)q'(x)dx 
1 
provided that A + B 5¢ O, 2AB + A + B # O, and 7 = (B - A)/(A + B). 
3. Main results 
Assume that the differential equation (1.4) has an SOPS relative to ~b(., .) as solutions. Let ~,(x) 
and cot(x) be distributional representations of o- and z, respectively. That is, they are distributions 
acting on polynomials and satisfy (~o~(x),x n) = (a,x ~) and (~o~(x),x ~) = (z,x"), n~>0. Then, co,(x) 
and ~o~(x) must satisfy the following r + 1 nonhomogeneous differential equations: 
Rzk+2(co~,co~)(x) = 9k(x), O<~k<~r, (3.1) 
where gk(x) are distributions having zero moments, i.e., (gk,x ~) = 0, O<.k<.r and n~>0. As it 
is shown in the case of Bessel polynomials (see [6]), we may not take gk(x) = O, O<~k<~r, in
general. 
Lemma 3.1. Let v(x) be a distribution with compact support. Then v(x) = 0 as a distribution if 
and only if v(x) = 0 as a moment functional. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. Assume that v(x) = 0 as a moment functional and let ~9(x) be any 
C~-function with compact support. Then there is a sequence of polynomials {nn(x)}~0 such that 
rc,(x) converges to if(x) in C~(E).  Hence, 
<v, = nlim<V, n> = 0. [] 
Proposition 3.2. Let o9~(x) and og~(x) be the same as above. 
(i) I f  both o9~(x) and og~(x) have compact support, then they satisfy the homogeneous equations 
Rzk+2(O~,O)T)(X) = 0, O<~k<~r. (3.2) 
(ii) I f  ~oo(x) and ~o~(x) satisfy the (r + 1) homogeneous equations in (3.2), then ~o~(x) and o9~(x) 
are real-analytic in ~\  {X I ?N(X) = 0}. 
Proof. (i) It follows immediately from (3.1) and Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) By Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, o~(x) and og,(x) satisfy 
L~v[~% ] = 0 and RN+2(O)z) = 0 
respectively, of which the leading coefficients are nonzero constant multiples of ~N(X). Hence, the 
conclusion follows. [] 
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Theorem 3.3. Assume that the differential equation (1.4) has an SOPS relative to ~b(., .) as solu- 
tions. I f  o9~(x) and ~o~(x) satisfy the homogeneous equations in (3.2) and there is an open interval 
(a,b)  which lies in supp(~o~)\supp(~o~), then the differential operator LN[.] is symmetrizable. 
Proof. Let I = (a,b)~{Xl~N(X) = 0}. Then I is a nonempty open set and o~ ~ 0 on i and e~ - 0 
on I. Moreover, co~(x) is real-analytic in I by Proposition 3.2. Hence, we have on I 
R2k+2(co~l,,co¢l/) = Rzx-+2(¢o~l,,0) = -32~+2(co~1,) =- 0, O<<.k<<.r - 1, 
so that co~(x) is a nontrivial classical solution of  Wk+~(o~) = 0, O<<.k<~r- 1 (cf. Corollary 2.2). 
Then Remark 1 implies that fOa(X)LN['] is symmetric on I. [] 
Example 2. Koekoek and Meijer [4] introduced the generalized Sobolev-Laguerre polynomials 
{L~,M, Nt. ~loo n ~)J',=0, which are orthogonal relative to the positive-definite Sobolev bilinear form 
/5 1 p(x)q(x)x~e -x dx + Mp(O)q(O) + Np'(O)q'(O), (3.3) dp(p,q) . -  F(~ + 1) 
where ~ > -1 ,  M >~0, and N ~> 0. Later, Koekoek [3] found diffferential equations of the form (1.4) 
of order ~<4~ + 10 which have ~ M,N {L,' (x)},= 0 as solutions for ~ = 0, 1,2. 
For example, ILO'M'Ntx~I~ satisfies 
t n \ ) in=0 
10 
Llo[y](x) = F_~fi(x)y~i)(x) = 2ny(x), (3.4) 
i=1  
where rio(X) = ~MNx s, E9(x) = ~2MN(5x 4 -xS) ,  etc. (for other #i(x)'s, we refer to [3]). These 
first two coefficients E10(x) and #9(x) illustrate Corollary 2.4. 
Finally, we claim that the differential operator L10['] in (3.4) is symmetrizable on (0, e~) with 
e -x as a symmetry factor. The Sobolev bilinear form 4~(.,.) in (3.3) is of  the form (1.1), where 
a = o~o(x) = H(x)e -x + Mg(x) (H(x) the Heaviside step function) and ~ = cot(x) = N6(x). Then 
we have 
R2k+2(co~(x),co~(x)) = g~(x), 0~<k~<4, (3.5) 
where gk(x), 0~<k~<4, have zero moments. Since D[H(x)e -x] = 6(x ) -  H(x)e -~, each g~(x) must 
be of the form 
9k(x) = 7zk(x)H(x)e -x + vk(x), 
where rtk(x) is a polynomial and vk(x) is a distribution with support at {0}. Let n = n(k) (>~0) be 
the order of  the distribution vk(x). Then 
/o (gk(X) ,xn+l~k(X))  = e-Xxn+lTg2(x)dx = O. 
Hence, 7Ok(X) --= 0 and so 9k(x) = vk(x) = 0 by Lemma 3.1. Now, Theorem 3.3 implies that e-XLl0[ .] 
is symmetric on (0, cx~). 
Similarly for ~ = 1 or 2, we can show that the differential operator associated with ~u'M'Ntx ~ t n \ / in=0 
is symmetrizable on (0, cx~) with x~e -x as a symmetry factor. 
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